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1. Introduction 
Within the past decades, hospitality industry examines emotional customer experience 
relating to the cognitive factors of their stay, which has been proven to significantly 
influence guests’ attitude and impression of a certain place but also the service they 
have accepted. Thus, it is vital to take into consideration variables that affect this 
emotional experience. The variables that will be examined and discussed in this 
research are background music and guest relations affecting guests’ emotions. 
Focusing on emotions as the initial state of consequential expressed guest behavior 
and attitude (Martin et al, 2008), it is observed that these emotions are stemmed from 
specific objects or referents (Burns and Neisner, 2006). Emotions play a main role to 
guest experience (Klaus and Manthiou, 2020; Olivier, 1997) and to the consequent 
amount of their satisfaction (Lin & Liang, 2011). In more detail, emotions that guests 
experience during their stay in a hotel affect the way they perceive the hotel 
environment and whether the services and the environment itself satisfies them 
(Martin, 2008). When it comes to guests, the ability of hotel management (with the 
support of efficient software) to offer them memorable experiences is one of the most 
important variables in order to see them pleased. 
Music is included in the concept of atmospherics, possessing an influential force and 
being capable of manipulating customers’ mindset (Magnini and Thelen, 2008). Apart 
from inner furniture details and décor, local and sophisticated food ingredients and 
signature cocktails, music constitutes one of the basic ambiance elements that can 
turn a hotel company recognizable, memorable and enjoyable (Lin and Mattila, 2010). 
Also, it is proved that ambient music seems to increase companies’ sales (Areni and 
Kim, 1993; Mattila and Wirtz, 2001; Milliman, 1982; Yalch and Spangenberg, 1993) and 
influence customers’ purchase intentions (Areni and Kim, 1993; North and Hargreaves, 
1998). 
Music and all ambient elements should be treated and addressed to guests just like 
material goods are addressed to customers as well, so the ‘’wrapping’’, meaning the 
framework they are in, the quality and character of these elements, are noticed by 
guests and affect their purchase decision (Lin and Mattila, 2010). In addition, 
examining especially the upscale luxury hotels’ case, the amenities of public spaces 
greatly affect guests’ perception of quality (Zhou et al., 2014) and contribute to their 
final impression of the place and of their experience. 
Continuingly, it is evident that apart from the physical environment and the ambiance 
elements (including music) guest relations services clearly determine guests’ emotions 
and experience as well. When hotel guest relations department succeeds in 
responding to guests’ requests and copes with their standards, there is great possibility 
in maximizing profits and creating a loyalty net of guests. What might influence 
relationship quality between personnel and guests varies. For instance, guest 
confidence is formed when an employee provides services as promised and puts 
guests’ needs and interests over them. This means that the longer employees present 
communication skills, the more customers perceive that their needs are highly ranked 
(Swan, Trawick & Silva, 1985). 
Based on all the afore mentioned findings it becomes clear that guest satisfaction, that 
consequently determines their intention to return or not to one place, ultimately 
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depends on service performance’s and physical environment’s attributes and 
perception of quality (Worsfold Kate, Fisher Ron, Mcphail Ruth, Francis Mark, Thomas 
Andrew, 2016). This means that service performance, among other things, should 
include employees’ job satisfaction, which also enhances guests’ final service 
experience and their intention to repeat their stay (Worsfold et al., 2016). 
 
The first chapter focuses on the basic theme of background music in hotels and its 
influence on guests’ emotions. Firstly, which of the key elements of a hotel’s physical 
setting is able to affect guests’ emotions? And continuingly, how these emotions 
influence guests’ attitude and final satisfaction? 
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2. Emotions 
2.1 Emotion theory overview 
Theoretically overviewing emotions, according to cognitivist emotion theories, it is 
stated that it requires beliefs, desires or values to create a feeling, and that feelings are 
judgments or even that parts of judgments exist in feelings (Demmerling & Landweer, 
2007). How do we feel and act towards an object/service? Do we see it, perceive it and 
conceptualize it exactly as it is or do our beliefs and attitude influence our emotions on 
these goods/services? Does directedness of physical phenomena, as Brentano 
mentioned ‘’immanent’’ object, apply? Scheler and Heidegger support that emotions 
overcome our thought and will (Heidegger, 2006).Others claim that our emotions and 
feelings are formed and subjectively experienced within us (Stenger, 2012). Emotions 
have some basic characteristics and they can be distinguished from a 
phenomenological perspective. Firstly, they express themselves in an embodied way. 
They are perceptible. Thus, they cannot be controlled neither by will nor by rationality. 
In addition, feelings overwhelm and they are experiences. They decentralize people in 
a certain way and show that -in a word of Sigmund Freud- the ego is not ‘’master in its 
own house’’ (Freud 1917, p.7). Examining ‘’The psychology of emotions’’, written by 
Carroll E. Izard (2004), many vital traits of emotions in human’s life are mentioned. In 
the book, it is referenced: ‘’If the present analysis is sound, the emotions are of quiet 
extraordinary importance in the total economy of living organisms and do not all 
deserve being put into opposition with intelligence’’ (Mowrer 1960). According to Izard, 
emotions organize and motivate significant aspects of individual behavior, personality, 
development, and social relationships (Izard, 2004). Furthermore, regarding types of 
motivation, motivation involves stimulation and a type of sensory, such as sight, 
hearing. These senses are activated and trigger a certain feedback. Later on his 
research, Izard explains that fundamental emotions are subserved in innate neural 
programs. However, although they are genetically based mechanisms for the 
fundamental emotions, they still can be modified through experience. Moving on to 
two of the first scientists having conceptualized emotions as dimensions or states of 
consciousness, and hence as dimensions of personality and behavior, Spencer, 1890 
and Wundt, 1896, uphold that the sphere of consciousness described by emotions or 
feelings could be accounted for by three dimensions: pleasantness-unpleasantness, 
relaxation-tension, and calm-excitement. Passing to Arnold (1960), ‘’Theory of emotion 
and personality’’, emotion results from a sequence of events described by the 
concepts of perception and appraisal. As previously explained, perception is a simple 
apprehension of an object, while emotion is distinct of appraisal, meaning it is the 
nonrational attraction or repulsion that follows upon the appraisal of something as 
good or bad for the perceiver. In emotion psychology, experience is perceived as a 
feeling which triggers an expression, like laughter, crying, etc., and physical change 
(pulse, blood pressure, etc.) (Mandler, 1980; Plutchik, 1980; Eckmann, 1981; Holbrook 
et al., 1984; Lazarus, 1991; Scherer, 1995; Izard, 2004). Thereby a trigger of experience 
can be described as impulse and the experience itself as a reaction to it (Mehrabian 
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2.2 Guests’ emotions in hospitality sector 
Moving on to specifically examine guests and emotions in hospitality sector, a 
verification of the examined term of ‘’emotion’’ should be stated, so as to clarify the 
subject studied: customer emotion in the present analysis refers to a guest’s ‘’mental 
state of readiness with regard to a specific referent, such as an object, event, or 
person’’ (Johnson and Stewart, 2005). 
According to a recent study that was applied to guests of upscale luxury hotels 
regarding guest satisfaction and emotional response to hotel stays, it was shown that 
guests emotionally attached to a place repeat their stays more often than merely 
satisfied guests (Sukhu, et al., 2018). Emotional attachment may be achieved through 
offering experiences that matter by the hotel to the guests.  
Moreover, a physical setting consists of visible attributes like décor and design, as well 
as invisible communicational attributes such as culture, employees’ politeness, etc. 
(Durna et al, 2015). Management teams of upscale hotels should acknowledge the 
importance of hotel’s physical environment, which is in position to attract or not 
guests and contributes to develop positive consumption emotions and price 
perceptions among customers and increase their satisfaction levels (Faizan, Muslim & 
Kisang, 2016). Thus, in order to achieve that, they should also consider that there are 
certain emotional states of hotel guests. Environmental psychologists explain 
consumer behavior. Mehrabian and Russel’s (1974) model regarding how the 
environment affects people was adapted by Donovan and Rossiter (1982) who attempt 
to reveal this impact. In high-quality hotels guests seek not only for professional 
services, but also for personalized experiences. In order to measure customer 
satisfaction, it is vital to consider factors regarding their present psychological state, 
too, such as subjective personal reactions or feelings experienced by consumers. 
Experiences that eventually cause emotions, due to their internal nature, are very 
personal (Knutson and Beck, 2003). Each individual has a different reaction and 
emotion towards each experience (Graburn, 2001). This reaction depends on the 
gender, age, etc. of the individual (Hartmann and Haubl, 1996). For instance, Baker 
(1986) indicates three categories of environmental factors affecting the experience: 
social factors (e.g. people such as consumers or employees), design factors (e.g. visual 
amenities, layout and colors) and environment (e.g. the service encounter facility). 
 
2.3 Variables affecting guests’ emotions 
Besides these theoretical aspects, we may detect a number of empirical analyses using 
experimental design approaches such as the impact of specific atmospheric impulses 
on consumer behavior. It is proved that many variables may influence guests’ 
emotional state (Csikszentmihalyi, 1992). Momentary emotions in a hotel setting seem 
to depend on factors like for example ‘’to feel to be in good hands’’, ‘’to lose track of 
time’’ and ‘’to become immersed in something’’. Thus, the emotional state depends on 
the guest’s degree of flow-like feelings during the service delivery process. Also, the 
emotional state depends on firm- specific factors (staging quality), and on personal 
demographics of the guest when consuming the service. Furthermore, it depends on 
the involvement of the guest during the service delivery process and on situational 
factors during the service delivery process. Finally, the emotional state depends on 
guest’s degree of intuition during the service delivery process. The influence of both 
combined physical setting and employees’ interaction with guests within it results to a 
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sufficient or insufficient service performance. Service performance is considered to be 
the core of every service experience (Arnould and Price, 1993; Normann, 1996, 
Fitzsimmons & Fitzsimmons, 2007). 
As regards to tourism products and services through which guests perceive and 
experience a place, innovative experience design and orchestration must be 
implemented, as they constitute critical core capability of successful hospitality 
companies (Gilmore and Pine, 2002). Moreover, hotel management teams should 
make efforts to constantly trigger guests’ all five senses as well as to often surprise 
them (Pine and Gilmore, 1998), so it is required by service managers to achieve high 
emotionality in theirs and personnel’s services and to maintain these service 
experiences (Grotsch, 2001). 
Furthermore, guests perceive hotels as places that offer them unique experiences, not 
only as places to spend the night (Carrington, 2016; Zomerdijk and Voss, 2010). 
Elements that create, shape and affect customer experience as stated before are inner 
decoration, lobby music, etc. ). Thus, it is proved that servicescape attributes 
determine guests’ emotions and emotional responses in a luxury, upscale 
environment. Hence, these elements must be carefully and methodically implemented 
in the hotel, as guests appraise them all the time during their stay (Meyer and 
Schwager, 2007). At any rate, it is worth mentioning that it is indeed shown that these 
elements in the hotel environment do influence guest satisfaction (Bearden and Teel, 
1983; Bolton and Drew, 1991; Mittal et al, 1998; Shankar et al, 2003). 
 
2.4 The impact of guests’ beliefs and attitudes on their emotions 
To continue with, as regards to guests’ beliefs and attitudes affecting and forming their 
emotions, theory of reasoned action (TRA) and theory of planned behavior (TPB) 
(Ajzen,1985, 1991; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975a, b) explain that people make both 
reasoned choices based on logic, as well as choices under involuntary control. 
Moreover, attitude is considered to be a person’s positive and negative evaluation of 
things, while beliefs are engaged behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). In any case, TRA 
and TPB can be modified (Ajzen, 1991). It is a fact that guests’ beliefs and attitudes 
(prior to their emotions) regarding hotel environment play a huge role to their final 
experience outcome (Anupama et al., 2018). Actually, guests’ beliefs and attitudes 
form their emotions. In addition, it is stated that sensory experiences affect highly and 
more than the rest types of experiences the cognitive, emotional and physiological 
responses that later on shape guests’ behavior (Tuominen and Ascencao, 2016). 
Therefore, sensory experiences should be carefully incorporated in the hotel areas, so 
as to inspire positive feelings to guests, overcome logic and lead to satisfaction. 
Ambient elements (including music) have certain purposes. Thus, it is managerial 
team’s responsibility to examine guests’ responses to these elements and implement 
them correctly according to these responses in order to reach the desired reactions 
and feedback. Hence, it is understood that servicescape is formed by all service 
elements put together (Nilsson & Ballantyne, 2014), so it is of great significance to 
examine the total servicescape concept, composed of all different elements, and not 
only some specific elements of the physical setting. As mentioned before, music 
background is considered to be included in the ambient elements which are among the 
five most significant categories of elements that influence guests’ perception of the 
hotel (ambience, room, public, social and green elements). 
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Satisfaction as it is determined by guests’ attitude (Saari and Judge, 2004), or as it is 
described in the attitude theory of emotion (Bull, 1951), according to which, attitude 
leads to emotion and consequently to certain amount of satisfaction. Also, it is shown 
that especially in luxury, upscale hotels and resorts, room amenities determine guests’ 
satisfaction (in a positive way most of the times) (Chaiyapun, 2012). Of course, guest 
satisfaction is influenced by the quality of the total hotel ambiance (Amin et al., 2013) 
which includes background music (Jani and Han, 2014). 
 
2.5 Employees’ attitudes and behavior affecting guests’ emotions 
One more crucial element that affects guests’ emotions in a hotel is employees’ 
attitude and behavior (Teng and Chang, 2013). An empirical study examined the 
interaction between public servants and tourists (Mingqiu et al., 2020). If it was to be 
compared with the hotel setting, it would be similar to the respective interaction 
between hospitality employees and guests, as, according to public servants’ attitude, 
tourists are led to different emotions of experiential value and this value affects their 
feedback to employees and their co-creation intentions (Mingqiu et al., 2020). 
Actually, the employee-guest interaction is recently considered to be a modern trend 
of hospitality industry (Chu and Murrmann, 2006; Kuo et al, 2012), and it is taken into 
serious consideration as it is shown that guests’ attitude and perception of the hotel is 
affected by the service of employees as well (Schneider and Bowen, 1985). Thus, it is 
crucial for the hotel and the management team to succeed in developing an emotional 
bond and communication among guests and personnel. It is seen that guests’ 
experience is deeply improved when engaged employees seem to understand their 
emotions, determining their satisfaction and future loyalty (Fairweather, 2013; 
Williams, 2013). So, during the past decades there is a tendency from hospitality 
managers to invest in engaged employees that are in position to project a positive 
emotional state when serving guests (Barsky and Nash, 2002). Also, apart from all the 
other characteristics that an engaged hospitality employee is expected to have, the 
most important one is empathy. Empathy is referred to as the ability of employees to 
comprehend guests’ expectations, both cognitive and emotional, and treat them 
accordingly (Basil et al, 2008). In order to reach this desirable outcome of employees’ 
performance in position to deliver emotional touched services, hotels apply special 
training programs. 
Thus, taking into consideration all the above scientific information as regards to which 
elements influence guests’ total impression that later on evoke certain emotions and 
certain level of satisfaction, it is clarified that these are elements of physical 
environment such as the quality of furniture, lighting, signs, music, employees’ 
hospitality, etc. (Torres et al., 2014). Always taking into consideration that guests’ 
impression is initially affected by their beliefs and attitudes. 
 
Research question1: When examining the key elements of a hotel’s physical setting 
which ones are able to affect guests’ emotions?  
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2.6 Examination of luxury resorts’ physical setting 
Now, specifically examining upscale resort hotels, ‘’the core principle of the resort 
concept is the creation of an environment that will promote and enhance a feeling of 
well-being and enjoyment’’ (Gee, 2000). Nowadays, service providers, meaning hotel’s 
management teams, guest relations managers, frontline employees, etc., make efforts 
to identify how to develop and enhance guest satisfaction (Hu, Kandampully & 
Juwaheer, 2009; Lee, Back & Kim, 2009; Ryu & Han, 2010; Wong & Dioko, 2013). 
Particularly in resort hotels, diligent physical surroundings constitute basic 
requirement for guest satisfaction (Han & Ryu, 2009; Jang, Liu & Namkung, 2011; Lee, 
Jin & Lee, 2014; Ryu & Han, 2010; Ryu & Jang, 2007; Walsh, Shiu, Hassan, Michaelidou 
& Beatty, 2011; Wu & Ko, 2013) and the physical setting of the resort, in combination 
with a person’s initial emotional state, directly affects his behavior (Lin & Liang, 2011; 
Rose, Clark, Samouel & Hair, 2012), whereas behavior is divided into avoidant and 
approach behavior (Lee & Jeong, 2012; Novak et al, 2010). 
 
2.7 Restaurant spaces in hotels contributing to guests’ satisfaction 
Looking into a specific public space of the hotel’s interior physical environment, in 
restaurant areas, warm atmosphere and quality services evoke positive emotions to 
customers (Jang and Namkung, 2009). In addition, relaxing music is a basic variable of 
creating pleasant setting in restaurants. Therefore, after all these assurances, the 
creation of an attractive inner space with quality ambient elements and services has 
been the main target for hospitality managers in the past decades, as the high quality 
physical setting is considered to be a key element to achieve guest attraction and 
satisfaction (Han & Ryu, 2009; Pareigis, Edvardsson & Enquist, 2011). 
 
2.8 Normal and consumption emotions 
A discrimination between normal emotions and consumption emotions is necessary 
(Han & Back, 2007). Richins (1997) referred specifically to consumption emotions, 
meaning emotions being experienced during service consumption, in this case, during 
application of hotel services, consumed by guests. Their main difference to normal 
emotions is that consumption emotions are most of the times intentional (Lee et al, 
2009) and due to the fact that they arise after service consumption, they are followed 
by certain responses. The reason why hospitality specialists consider consumption 
emotions when examining consumer behavior models is because every time different 
guests evaluate the hotel services differently. 
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3. Hotel Guest Relations 
It is highlighted that a hotel guest relations department of an upscale hotel is vital for 
the customer satisfaction and it should be supported if the hotel company wishes to 
offer high quality services. The report to guest relations services and guest relationship 
management is necessary, in order to examine how guests’ emotions are created and 
expressed, as service interactions cause multiple emotions to guests and personnel 
during the process (Wu and Yuhui, 2019). A variety of emotions that guests experience 
are caused by the physical setting as mentioned earlier (including music), but also by 
the service management and human interaction (Wu and Yuhui, 2019). Effective guest 
relations management is the most essential part of guest experience and every hotel 
ought to take it into consideration. Quality of guests’ experience usually depends on 
the consistency with which hotel standards of service are applied (service quality). 
Guest relations department’s responsibility is to manage the service delivery and make 
it worthy for the guests. Moreover, guests’ complaints frequently occur when there 
are gaps in the total hospitality operational system of a hotel. This is exactly the point 
where successful managerial teams should face these complaints as opportunities to 
improve hotel’s operations and procedures, rather than unpleasant problems. 
Repeaters’ network also expands through effective complain handling and solving, as 
these guests feel special and treated, having been taken care of. In fact, guest relations 
agents should never be complacent about their services, but always improve their 
effectiveness in handling guests’ complaints. 
 
3.1 Service quality 
In order to examine and further comprehend what exactly service quality is about, it is 
needed to mention that service quality is strongly connected with guest relations 
services and it is revealed through guest relations, as well, in a hotel. It has a great 
impact on guest satisfaction, that leads to guest loyalty (Storbacka, Strandvik, 
Grönroos, 1994) and consequently to hotel company’s improvement of profitability 
(Rust and Zahorik, 1993). Furthermore, customer relationship economics are of great 
importance. Customer relationship economics examine service quality, guest 
satisfaction and purchase intentions, as well as what follows after these variables, 
meaning purchase loyalty, purchase volume, word of mouth behavior and long term 
customer relationship profitability (Storbacka, Strandvik, Grönroos, 1994). Always 
assuming, regarding the above, that guests’ actions are determined by their 
perception of quality and satisfaction, choosing to be loyal guests that make the hotel 
profitable. What is certain in any case is that quality leads to profitability and steady 
revenues. Adding, guests’ zone of tolerance towards hotel employees and services, it is 
described to be somewhere between adequate and desired level of service (Zeithalm 
et al, 1993). As for service quality in combination with customer profitability (Liljander 
and Strandvik, 1993, 1994, 1995; Strandvik and Liljander, 1994; Storbacka, 1992, 1993, 
1994; Storbacka and Luukinen, 1994), it has been explained that: ‘’service quality leads 
to customer satisfaction, which leads to relationship strength, which leads to 
relationship longevity, which leads to customer relationship profitability’’ (Storbacka, 
Strandvik, Grönroos, 1994). Finally, it should be considered that relationship 
profitability occurs from relationship revenue minus relationship costs. 
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3.2 Relationship marketing 
As regards to relationship marketing, marketing activities between employees and 
hotel guests seem to seriously affect their relationship’s quality. Relationship 
marketing focuses on acquiring and maintaining customers. The past decades it has 
become necessary for companies who wish to secure their clientele, to fulfill their 
promises, enhance their in-between relationship and have a profitable outcome 
(Berry, 1983; Grönroos, 1990, 1994). It depends on the quality of relationship 
marketing delivery whether committed guests will occur, as well as repeaters and 
positive word of mouth. 
Moreover, hotel companies use marketing tools (background music being one of 
them) in order to increase their profits. In fact, hotel managers should give guidelines 
for efficient relationship marketing activities. Also, effective use of relationship 
marketing strategies keep guests satisfied and the profits constantly rise (Grönroos, 
1990). Thus, nowadays many hotel companies consider efficient guest relationship 
management key element for their development (Gruen, Summers & Acito, 2000), as it 
creates and multiplies committed guests that are no price sensitive, and consequently 
decrease marketing costs and increase profits (Bowen & Shoemaker, 1998). It seems 
that committed guests spread positive word of mouth, providing free of charge 
marketing and publicity to the hotel (Bowen & Shoemaker, 1998). Additionally, they 
spend more to their chosen hotel company and do not switch to a competitor easily 
due to small price increase (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990). In fact, it is mentioned that it 
costs more to acquire a new customer than retain a loyal one (Kotler, Bowen & 
Makens, 1996). So, concluding from the above findings, it is more than important for 
the hospitality companies to invest in building long-term relationships with their 
guests so as to further build their brand name and improve their profitability. There 
are many ways through which marketing strategies can achieve that for hotels. For 
example, by offering gifts to repeaters, acknowledging their importance (Bowen & 
Shoemaker, 1998). Airline industry came first to adopt relationship marketing plans 
which aimed to bond customers to brands through loyalty programs. 
 
3.3 How to achieve relationship quality between guests and employees 
Relationship quality derives from customers’ perception and evaluation of employees’ 
services and communication skills and assessment of their behavior whether it is 
performed with respect, courtesy, empathy, helpfulness, etc. (Grönroos, 1990). The 
above also includes feelings and emotional states during customer-employee 
interaction (Bowen & Shoemaker, 1998). It is observed that greater guest confidence 
and communication results are given in higher relationship quality, while higher 
relationship quality results apply in greater commitment, repeated purchase and 
positive word of mouth (Bowen & Shoemaker, 1998). As it is clear, relationship 
marketing is very important for a hotel, although there is no academic study of the 
cause-effect model of relationship quality in the hotel industry. Hotels that use more 
relationship marketing efforts such as guest confidence, effective communication and 
guest contact, are more likely to adjust higher relationship quality among service 
providers and guests (Berry, 1983). When relationship quality is increased and 
developed, guests’ behavior is affected and improved. Thus, what hotel companies aim 
to achieve through relationship marketing is a long-term, trusting, mutually beneficial 
relationship with valued guests. 




3.4 How to create long-term relationships with guests 
The most important variable to build strong, long-term relationships, is to ensure that 
the hotel is capable of keeping their promises, as this is the key attribute for mutually 
beneficial bonding among hotel companies and guests (Gronroos, 1990). A hotel’s 
trustworthiness, meaning employees’ promises towards guests to be reliable, is the 
basic element to create a relationship, as trustworthiness between employees and 
guests affect guests’ attitudes and behaviors (Schurr & Ozanne, 1985). It is examined 
that when a guest’s confidence is increased through customer relationship services, 
apart that it enhances relationship quality, uncertainty and doubt regarding services 
applied are decreased (Crosby & Stephens, 1987). Also, relationship quality depends 
on guest contact behavior as well, meaning the ability of employees to contact with 
guests and their capability level of complex, ill-structured problem solving (Crosby, 
Evans & Cowles, 1990). Additionally, it is proved that guests’ satisfaction and 
willingness to repeat their stay is affected by their overall and final perception of an 
organization’s quality (Bitner, 1995). Hence, the physical environment’s elements that 
service providers present and perform with are significant in creating stable 
relationship quality. Adding, effective communication is another important and 
necessary attribute. To present quality physical elements and adequate service 
performance is one thing to create a relationship quality. The other is to be able to 
effectively communicate them. On time communication, that contributes to problem 
solving, is positively evaluated by guests and creates trust (Moorman, Deshpande & 
Zaltman, 1993). So, whatever has to do with communicational activity reinforce the 
purchase decision, provided that feedback between employees and guests as stated 
above has a positive effect on repeaters (Dichter, 1989). Moreover, as it is mentioned, 
‘’integrated marketing communication strategies consist of both mass communication 
and personal communication tools. Mass communication tools generate awareness 
from broad audiences and personal communication translates this awareness into 
positive attitudes and trust’’, (Wagner, Fleming, Mangold, and LaForge 1994). 
 
3.5 Guest commitment 
Guest commitment is very similar to the concept of brand loyalty. Guest commitment 
was used as an intervening variable that has a time-dimensional effect on repeat 
purchase and word of mouth. Commitment is the outcome of relationship quality 
(Moorman, Zaltman, & Deshpande, 1992). A guest’s trust and satisfaction towards a 
hotel could influence his or her commitment to the hotel. Word of mouth is another 
important performance measure. Word of mouth is the interpersonal communication 
between two or more individuals, such as members of a reference group or a customer 
and a salesperson. It could be delivered through Trip advisor, official website of the 
hotel, at the rating section or the customer support section, or even Instagram and 
Facebook. All of these people exert purchase influence through such communication. 
Guests nowadays actively seek information and reputation of the place they are about 
to visit or the experiences of other guests, or they overhear from other visitors their 
experiences regarding certain service situations. It is pretty clear that in the hospitality 
industry, the most powerful form of communication is word of mouth. This is 
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especially true of many independent hotels and restaurants that do not formally use 
any portion of the communication mix (Lewis, Chambers, & Chacko, 1995). 
3.6 The impact of employees’ engagement on guests’ satisfaction and hotel’s 
profitability 
Another important matter regarding guest relations department’s mild functioning is 
personnel’s engagement and commitment. Work commitment is linked with a hotel 
company’s success (Strom et al, 2014), leading to productivity improvement, turnover 
increase, behavior improvement, managerial efficiency and increase of guest 
satisfaction (Blomme et al, 2015), while on the contrary, costs are being increased 
when personnel leaves and productivity levels drop. If employees are satisfied by their 
employment conditions, working environment and their subordinates’ attitude, they 
mostly perform to the maximum and this of course affects guest relations. So, it is of 
high importance employees to be honestly happy and pleased in their work, so as to 
make guests happy as well, because if they just pretend to happily serve their 
customers, it is subconsciously perceived by guests and block their satisfaction. As 
stated, ‘’frontline hotel employees faking emotions (surface acting) are confronted with 
heightened exhaustion and cynicism and the ones trying to invoke the proper feelings 
(deep acting) are faced with less cynicism and have high levels of professional efficacy’’ 
(Kim, 2008). The same study also demonstrated that the display rules to show positive 
emotions are significantly and positively related to higher professional efficacy. 
As regards to the variables that affect employee engagement, one remark is made by 
Pienaar and Willemse (2008) regarding employees in South Africa, mentioning that 
‘’feelings that occur from personal accomplishment and dedication, the availability of 
avoidant coping strategies, and favoring the addressing of symptoms in coping could 
predict general health for a sample of frontline food and beverage employees in South 
Africa’’. Furthermore, using a sample of employees in both supervisory and non-
supervisory positions in quick-service restaurants, Kim et al. (2009) demonstrated the 
‘Big Five’ personality variables: extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism, 
conscientiousness, and openness to experience. Neuroticism increased burnout and 
reduced work engagement, while conscientiousness enhanced work engagement. 
Managers could learn how to increase employees’ self confidence with the successful 
application of learned skills to challenging work situations (Xanthopoulou et al., 2008) 
and create a proper environment for healthy competition among employees. A 
malfunction emerging is that managers are not always capable of retaining the current 
competitive and self efficacious frontline employees in their organization. Such 
individuals should be offered more attractive career opportunities in the workplace, as 
they constitute key element of a hotel’s fruitful and quality guest relations procedures, 
positive word of mouth and emerging happy repeaters. 
Research question 3: Can the hotel achieve guests’ and employees’ loyalty and 
satisfaction and consequently hotel’s profitability and success through efficient 
customer relationship management and marketing practices? 
 
3.7 Leadership factor affecting employees’ performance 
Furthermore, a crucial variable worth mentioning and focusing on, is the impact of 
leadership on employees’ loyalty and by extension its impact on guest relations 
functioning and hotel companies’ organizational success (Xanthopoulou, Karampelas, 
2020). It is proved that the lack of strategic and effective leadership leads to profit 
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decrease. In order to maintain profitability and productivity, the implementation of 
efficient leadership is necessary (Lussier & Achua, 2010). Additionally, due to the fact 
that employees’ overall behavior, attitude and performance subconsciously influence 
guests, it is vital to control and sustain their engagement to the company through 
transformational and transactional leadership (Xanthopoulou, Karampelas, 2020). 
Specifically, it is seen that mostly transformational leadership leads to employees’ 
commitment and long-term effort, as well as to the increase of their creativity and 
productivity (Xanthopoulou, Karampelas, 2020). In fact, leadership styles the past 
decades are considered significant variable that strongly affect employees’ 
performance in businesses (Wu, 2009). More importantly, efficient leadership that 
leads to employees’ commitment creates organizations that aim higher work 
motivation and higher work efficiency (Yousef, 2000; Riketta, 2002; Abdul Rashid et al, 
2003; Samad, 2012; Chen et al, 2006). In addition, it is examined how leaders’ behavior 
affects employees’ motivation and satisfaction and might also create a healthy work 
environment (Xanthopoulou, Karampelas, 2020). Leadership is not one-sided, but 
involves leader-employee interaction, so as to achieve organizational goals (Hersey & 
Blanchard, 1974; Hsu, 2002; Yukl, 2010). Thus, it is presumed that leadership 
significantly influences guest relations services, as through effective and strategic 
leadership, employees’ productivity, motivation, satisfaction and engagement are 
controlled and increased, thereby guests’ perception of quality and satisfaction as well. 
What is concluded is, that with the use of various leadership tools (with an emphasis 
on transformational leadership attributes, such as idealized influence, inspirational 
motivation, mental stimulation and personalized examination), leaders are in position 
to create higher levels of work engagement and satisfaction in employees (Walumbwa, 
2005). 
 
Moving on to the final chapter, background music in hotels has a great impact on 
guests and it constitutes a widely known key element of hotel’s inner environment 
that it is being used to further satisfy guests, create a quality atmosphere and a certain 
ambiance. Music is vividly present in all people’s lives and constantly associated with 
significant moments in life, it brings memories, evokes emotions, connects people of 
different cultures, it is even used in medical therapy. Thus, a challenging goal for 
hoteliers is to smartly use background music in order to invoke the correct emotions 
(music use for emotional regulation purposes) to guests-listeners (Chamorro-Premuzic 
and Furnham, 2007; Saarikallio, 2011).  
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4. Background music in hotels 
4.1 The contribution of music in physical environment 
Clearly, music adds value to guests’ experience, while its absence removes value from 
it (National Restaurant Association, 2018). An interesting case regarding a restaurant 
located in London, describes how the restaurant serves its signature seafood dish with 
music accompaniment of sea sounds (Wallop, 2016). Moreover, hospitals use live 
music to facilitate the healing process, leading to fewer stressed patients and visitors 
(Routhieaux and Tansik, 1997). Many hotels as well adapted live music in their 
marketing plans in order to attract younger market segments in their premises 
(McIntyre, 2015). Therefore, the selection of music background is essential for each 
company and hotel, as it reflects their mindset and culture. The hospitality industry, by 
using appropriate music, is able of creating memorable experiences and a pleasant 
atmosphere (Blackmon, 2001), as music can improve guests’ overall well-being (Casey, 
2013; Thayer et al, 1994). 
According to Music Works, many guests in hotels enjoy listening to music in the 
lobbies, bars, restaurants and public spaces, many more admit that they relax by 
listening to music in their hotel, while some state that when visiting hotels, they 
regularly consume more food and drinks when listening to good background music. 
Others admit that they schedule their business appointments to hotel restaurants with 
more quality music. Thus, it is assumed, that when used strategically, the hotel 
background music that is being played not only reveals hotel’s brand identity, but also 
has a positive effect on customers and creates repeaters, as well as excellent word-of-
mouth. So as to achieve this, managerial teams should first name and recognize their 
target groups, like in any marketing analysis, by following basic steps to thoughtfully 
choose suitable hearings. Additionally, music should be carefully applied to all hotel’s 
inner spaces and facilities, meaning spa, gym, bars and other establishments, as it 
constitutes key element in making guests feel comfortable enough to stay, rather than 
visiting other premises. To be precise, different styles of music address to different 
hotel areas. In reception, background music should be more quite, calm and pleasant, 
with a sense of welcoming. For themed hotels, reception music should be able to 
present the hotel’s concept from the first hearing. In public spaces, music should 
encourage socializing, depending on the hotel. It might be from generic pop to even 
more sophisticated lounge music that enhances luxurious atmosphere, always 
encouraging conversation. Lastly, in spa areas, music background should keep up with 
relaxation and calmness, being simultaneously comforting and still, with no 
unexpected changes in style, so as to refine guest’s experience. 
 
4.2 Why is the selection of proper background music in hotels so important? 
As regards to the benefit of valuable sound to a hotel setting, the first attribute worth 
mentioning is soundscaping, meaning to release the hotel’s interior space from 
harmful, unwanted sounds, focusing on valuable and ‘’clean’’ hearing in each space. 
Before deciding on the kind of proper music for the hotel (usually by the 
management/marketing team), it is important to firstly focus and strategically 
implement other daily hotel sounds that exist anyway in the hotel but can also be 
guided for a perfect result. These sounds come from vacuum (better implemented 
when there are no guests in spaces), lobby phones (better on quiet mode), doors and 
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windows (better remain open so as not to cause noise on their opening every time), air 
conditioners and appliances (ideally silent devices), etc. (Rightsify Group LLC, 2018).  
When all of the above sounds are carefully adjusted, a significantly more pleasant 
atmosphere occurs for guests, and the working environment is relaxing for more 
productive employees. Adding, ‘’ from a pragmatic perspective, in certain situations 
the presence of background music causes patrons to linger longer because the music 
blocks any potential negative background noise (e.g. the clanking of pots and pans) 
and the background music creates the perception that an establishment is not empty’’ 
(Areni, 2003). By providing to guests proper music that represents the hotel, guests 
better understand the hotel’s certain atmosphere and mentality. This contributes to 
cement desired image from the very first moment of entry, until checkout. 
Furthermore, as many elements in a hotel point out its personal and unique character, 
the more it becomes clear and pleasant for the guests, as they receive one clear 
message from all hotel attributes as if they were one sense. For instance, if the 
decoration, personnel, and music backdrop stand for the same message, guest 
satisfaction and experience maximize (Matilla & Wirtz, 2001). 
In addition, what is of great importance to point out is that the perception of quality 
significantly matters to sales and brand image. Quality is not actually the same with 
guests’ perception of quality. Music can be efficiently used to influence the way guests 
perceive quality. When music is sophisticated in a certain place, customers tend to 
perceive greater quality of the place and its services. This is proved in a variety of 
different settings, for example customers tend to buy more expensive wines under 
classic music sounds (Areni & Kim, 1993), because the style of music being played 
affect customers’ perception and choices (Bruner, 1990). Moreover, it has been 
observed that the absence of music, and on the contrary the presence of it, applied in 
different sound styles (easy listening, popular, classical, etc.) each time, determine 
purchase intentions (Wilson, 2003). For instance, when a restaurant chooses classical 
or jazz music, people tend to spend more on main meals (Wilson, 2003). Thus, hotel 
managers need to find exactly the music that fits in the hotel mentality and concept, 
and simultaneously music styles that are influential and preferred by guests, so as to 
create the desirable ambiance that will differentiate the hotel company from its 
competitors (Vitera, Keresztes, 2012). Choosing the appropriate music that fits to the 
correct representation of a hotel company’s establishment design, expressing their 
culture, is called ‘musical fit’ (Hertzfeld, 2010). Classic music usually matches with 
classic hotels, while contemporary pieces of music best fit in design hotels. 
Concluding from the above information, the basic about acoustic strategy in hotels, is 
to remove any unnecessary sound, adapting only valuable sounds to guests’ 
experience and to the indoor ambiance. Also, it is vital to choose the ideal music, best 
suitable to the brand’s image. Insomuch, hotel soundscape is an important strategic 
management tactic, which targets at employees’ and guests’ maximum satisfaction.  
 
4.3 Impact of hotel background music on guests 
Examining music as a key attribute of hotel’s inner setting, background music has the 
power to manipulate emotions and lead behavior in customers without their becoming 
aware of it (Blackmon, 2001; Blazer, 2006). When referring to the use of music for 
emotion regulation purposes (Kemp, Williams, Min, Chen, 2018), it is mostly associated 
with positive emotion regulation strategies (Chin and Richard, 2012; Saarikallio, 2008), 
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since background music hearings in a hotel’s service environment tend to positively 
affect guests. Guests that are exposed to music usually improve their mood and 
positively evaluate the service received and the service quality (Kemp, Williams, Min, 
Chen, 2018). 
To continue with, background music provides pleasure to customers (Garlin and Owen, 
2006; Bruner, 1990; Turley and Milliman, 2000) and increases profits (Areni and Kim, 
1993; Chebat et al, 2000). Hence, it is used by management teams of hotels (and other 
businesses) to help customers regulate their emotions and improve their mood, 
enhance their experience and simultaneously make effort to attract new customer 
segments through specific music options (Kemp, Williams, Min, Chen, 2018). In 
addition, guests perceive waiting service time as shorter when listening to familiar 
music (Bailey and Areni, 2006) and this leads to decrease of negative behavior and 
attitude during the process (Magnini and Thelen, 2008). 
There is a great report regarding the influence of subcognitive elements of the physical 
environment, as, even guests are not aware of their significant influence on them, they 
strongly and directly affect their emotions (Namasivavam & Lin, 2008). Music is 
considered to be one of these attributes that guests experience it rather than just 
listen to it, and through which they can emotionally attach to a certain place. 
Regarding how music influences customer behavior, some certain elements need to be 
analyzed. It is proved that music in many ways affects the working environment, 
guests and their experience. When proper volume and style of music is being played, 
guests feel comfortable and part of the physical environment (Blazer, 2006). 
Furthermore, it is stated that background music in a physical setting influences guests’ 
perception and attitude (Chebat et al, 1993; Grewal et al, 2003) and variables of their 
behavior (Garlin and Owen, 2006; Andersson et al, 2012). Guests’ perception of space 
and attitude regarding the overall quality may easily change through music without 
them noticing. What is being musically played in the hotel’s different inner physical 
settings (reception, lobby, bars, restaurants, spa, gym, etc.), strongly characterizes its 
image and affects guests’ opinion about it, as well as stimulates its employees, satisfies 
its guests and guides their experience.  
 
4.4 Impact of hotel background music on employees 
Furthermore, as regards to whether the selection of music affects hotel employees, it 
is undoubtedly proved that it does. A repeated music playlist may cause productivity 
reduction, negative attitude towards guests, and lack of creativity (Rightsify Group LLC, 
2018).  One of the key ingredients for successful hospitality marketing is to keep the 
staff motivated, as they are the front face of the hotel. In order to achieve that, music 
playlists must be updated so as both personnel and guests enjoy fresh hearings during 
their day. Additionally, the management team should regularly ask their staff whether 
they feel the music still matches the hotel’s image and guests’ preferences, as they are 
the most suitable to answer knowing the hotel better than anyone (Rightsify Group 
LLC, 2018). 
In order to conclude, it has been clear that background music constitutes an influential 
environmental factor, significantly affecting perceived characteristics and quality of the 
physical setting in which it is being played (Vitera, Keresztes, 2012). Moreover, it is 
shown that the character of music being played creates certain atmospherics within an 
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environment and serves management and marketing processes (Vitera, Keresztes, 
2012). 
 
To continue with, as regards to the methodological part of the research about guest 
relations services and background music affecting guests’ emotions and adding quality 
to their overall experience, netnography (Szu-Hsin Wu and Yuhui Gao, 2019)will be 
used, meaning the application of ethnographic research of online culture and 
community (Kozinets, 2010). 
Research question 4: Is music a strong element of hotel’s physical setting that 
influences guests’ perception of quality and consequent satisfaction?  
Research question 5: Can music be used by hotel’s customer relationship management 
team (stress management) to achieve milder attitudes by guests and employees, more 
relaxed procedures, reaching in this way better levels of satisfaction and profitability? 
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5. Methodology 
5.1 Why emotional customer experience is important and better examined through 
netnography 
Firstly, it is necessary to mention that netnography, which originates in ethnography, 
examines social interaction in contemporary digital communications contexts and 
focuses on data collection types of research via participant observation. It is stated 
that netnography is the ideal method to examine customer experience, since most of 
the times customers write reviews after the end of their stay, thus their experience has 
not been affected by observation (Kozinets, 2002). Netnographic methods consist of 
‘’entering’’ one culture/group, collecting and analyzing data and assuring that data 
commentary is trustworthy (Kozinets, 2001; 2002). 
Emotional customer experience is significant for the hospitality industry (Szu-Hsin Wu 
and Yuhui Gao, 2019). Most of the times, the focus lies only on the cognitive aspect of 
customer experience and traditional customer behaviors (loyalty, satisfaction). 
Thereby it is of high importance to concentrate on the emotional aspects of guests’ 
experience (Szu-Hsin Wu and Yuhui Gao, 2019).  Guest experience causes multi-
dimensional guest responses, including emotional and cognitive responses, during 
their interaction with service providers (Lemon and Verhoef, 2016). The three most 
common ways of guests expressing these emotions is either in person while they are 
still in the hotel premises (by addressing to the hotel manager, guest relations 
manager, front desk manager, receptionist, etc.), by spreading positive or negative 
word of mouth, or eventually by writing reviews (to Trip Advisor, hotel’s website, 
Booking, Instagram, etc.). It is vital to examine guests’ emotional responses to guest 
relations services and background music, through their personal reviews, describing 
and capturing the emotions experienced during their stay, as they constitute a way for 
the hotel to find their weaker points in their services and functions, improve them and 
increase profits. Thus, the netnographic data that will be examined constitute of 244 
guest reviews that are categorized in four subcategories; the first two (Table 3 and 4) 
categorize reviews through which guests describe emotions that occurred to them 
during their stay and are related to positive or negative incidents of music 
experiencing. The second two (Table 6 and 7) categorize reviews that consist of 
emotions occurred to guests after interacting with employees, while in Table 5 reviews 
are listed that apply to feelings as they occurred after the experience of certain sounds 
in the hotel premises. 
Emotional customer experience is expressed after or during guests’ interaction with 
hotel’s services and physical environment (Bagozzi et al, 1999). Therefore, as it is 
understood, emotional customer experience examination is necessary to hospitality 
management, and hotels must greatly consider it to reach desirable outcomes (Crosby 
and Johnson, 2007). Additionally, constant attention and follow up to Trip Advisor 
reviews is of great importance, in order to improve service performance, achieve 
positive appraisals and efficient advertisement, and consequently reach maximum 
profitability, since prospective guests attach great importance to online reviews (e.g. 
Trip Advisor), relying on them, most of the times, their purchase decision (Solnet et al, 
2010). Thus, guests’ outcome of emotions during their stay is significant as it affects 
their consequent word of mouth that future guests will rely on. 
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5.2 Emotion categories 
As it is stated, guests’ emotional experience is determined by multiple variables, such 
as physical environment and guests’ interaction with personnel (Walls, 2013). This 
emotional customer experience may be positive or negative. Research has been made 
on positive emotions triggered by the physical setting and total ambiance (Lin and 
Liang, 2011; Jani and Han, 2015), as well as positive emotions triggered by staff 
interaction, like empathy or reliability on personnel (Bastiaasen et al, 2019; Torres and 
Kline, 2013). As regards to negative emotions caused by variables of the physical 
environment or employees’ improper performance, contributing to guest switching or 
avoidance, several studies have been focused on the matter by de Hooge (2017), Roos 
et al (2009) and Wen et al (2018). 
What is important to be categorized so as to reach some conclusions regarding the 
guest reviews that have been tested, is emotion categories that differentiate positive 
and negative emotions which will be connected with certain words. This board will 
lead to further understanding emotional customer experience and its impact on 
guests’ satisfaction or dissatisfaction. Below, in Table 1, emotion categories are listed 






































Embarrassment  Uneasy 
Love we love The memory 
will stay in our 
hearts 
forever/loved it 
Boredom  repetitive music
/ mainstream  
 
Gratitude  Touched/felt 






Irritation  extremely loud/ 
not conducive 
Awful/absurd/y
ou don't treat a 
loyal customer 




It is shame could be better/ 
ruined my first 
day 
Relaxation Relaxing/chill/soft   Disgrace  No Advantage 
was honored 
Satisfaction Enjoyed/ Just the 
right amount 
Sad to be 
leaving/most 
attentive staff I 
have 
experienced 
Annoyance no tranquil disagreeable 
Table 1: Emotion classification 
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5.3 Data analysis 
A netnographical qualitative thematic analysis will be applied through the collection 
and examination of online guest reviews on Trip Advisor regarding the experiences and 
emotions caused to guests during their interaction with the physical environment 
(background music, other ambiance elements and personnel) and the expression of 
these later on their reviews (customer emotion data collection). The intended goal is 
to reach an understanding regarding the influence of guest relations services, as well 
as the background music impact on guests’ emotional state. 
The sample of the research constituted the reviews made for eleven European luxury 
top-rated in Tripadvisor hotels within the last three years (2018-2020). 244 online 
guest reviews were analyzed, as it appears in Figure1 (list of the hotels used) and 
Figure 2 (how many reviews address to which hotel). Luxury hotels were selected since 
high quality of guest services, ambiance elements and minor details in hotel service 
matter greatly for the customers since they pay extra for personalized services (Szu-
Hsin Wu and Yuhui Gao, 2019). Trip Advisor is selected as the means of this 
netnographical research, because it constitutes one of the biggest and most popular 
online global travel communities (O’Connor, 2010) that guests (past and prospective) 
use all the time to share their experiences or advise to select a destination. Moreover, 
Trip Advisor is chosen for this study, as it has been significantly used already in other 
scientific hospitality studies as well (Xie et al, 2016; Yu et al, 2017). Furthermore, the 
quality of the sample was assured, as only recent reviews were examined, not 
exceeding long time distance between guests’ days of stay and online review posting, 
since this would affect reviews’ accuracy (Lee et al, 2011). 
 
 
Figure 1: Hotels used 
 
 
Figure 2: Distribution of reviews per hotel 
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6. Results 
The guest reviews that were used are written mainly by European visitors that in most 
cases travelled as couple or with family for more than 5 days of stay. There are some 
cases of single (solo) travelling as well. 
In Table 4, some of the most important (among the 244) guest reviews are shown 
regarding guests’ positive feelings and personal experience of background music in 
their visited hotels, while in Table 5 some of the most important negative reviews 
regarding music and overall experience are quoted: 
 
Positive reviews about hotel music 
 Our Room. I can picture it so clearly - 
all the striking blacks and whites, the 
shine and the polish, the 
soft music from the sound system, 
more fresh flowers, two ridiculously 
comfortable beds (screaming to be 
bounced on - no Master 11!), the 
magically soft lighting of the 
bathroom with warm fluffy fluffy 
towels and a huge soaking bath...... 
 The Executive Lounge really added 
that extra touch of luxury and the 
Friday night live music in the 
Summit Bar was really special. 
 just a fun atmosphere. Music was 
generally a mix and some new chart 
songs. Really had a good night. The same 
goes for the stargate party. Lots of drinks, 
games and strobe lighting. One night there 
was an excellent band called Drifters, the 
lead singer (women) was really good. It 
got everyone up singing and dancing. 
Excellent night. 
 They did little things, like preparing your 
room for night by lightning some (fake) 
candles and putting on relaxing music, 
even giving you a weather prognosis for 
the next day. 
 You may have nice drinks at bars that 
also well-ambiance/decoration with 
nice music. 
 Very elegant interior offers great 
ambiance and some live 
classical music which captivates you 
in the lobby. 
 There was live music every night on the 
terrach which was very relaxing,very 
romantic and warm atmoshere. 
 The rooftop poll is out of this world, 
especially in the late afternoon with the 
chill out music Dj. 
 relaxing with classical music. 
 soft background music is left playing 
 we arrived to soft music 
 soft music in the background 
 classical music on after the turn 
down is to be mentioned too 
 Everything from our rooms to the 
food to the music (we love DJ 
Davut!) was amazing! 
 The indoor pool with 
ducted music is sublime 
 brilliant saxophone player 
 BRING BACK THAT SAXOPHONIST! 
 The Drifters Tribute Band was the highlight 
and we were fortunate to hear them twice 
during our stay. David, the DJ, played 
some excellent chill out music from 4.30 
p.m. at the Beach Bar 
 The entertainment was fabulous especially 
the ibiza night was amazing and also the 
live music was great we even had a great 
time at the beach disco 
 The spa atmosphere itself was 
soooo relaxing - from the plush 
bathrobes and towels to the room 
temperature to the music to the 
aromatherapy elements throughout. 
From beginning to end, it was a very 
thoughtfully-designed experience. . 
 And the music was a real pleasure 
 experience unexpected touches like 
turning the TV on to a station that 
featured relaxing music 
 5 STAR hands down the BEST 
entertainment we have ever experienced 
in any resort and we have travelled! From 
the entertainment in the amphitheatre, to 
the beach bar, the acts and selection of 
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everyone should try it ! 
 Great music, superb atmosphere 
and wonderful service 
 live music and wonderful service are 
the norm 
 very stylish interior design with 
live music. 
amazing live music was awesome 
 hotel is pretty quiet. There is music but 
not too loud. Just the right amount. 
 This time,, it is the relaxing, 
chilling music in most public areas. 
 After a full day shopping .... it was great to 
drop into the bar for a cocktail which has 
such cool music... 
 Ezgi Daloğlu’s performence with 
saxophone was enjoyable and 
relaxing and it also provides magical 
harmony 
 A mixture of music and people. 
Party atmosphere but families 
enjoyed themselves too. 
 lovely chill experience in the rooftop bar 
where I even enjoyed live music on my 
last evening. 
 The atmosphere, Jazz music, service, 
food, wine etc., shortly everything was 
super. 
Table 4: Positive reviews about hotel music 
Negative reviews about hotel music 
 We only had a small inconvenient 
that even tho we were staying 3 
floors up from the underground bar 
the music was extremely loud and 
we could hear it late in the night from 
our room, so we had to go to 
reception where they could change us 
to another room to sleep and then 
the next morning change to a way 
more quiet room, so if you want to 
get a quiet room you should try to tell 
them in advance your preference 
 If you enjoy listening to the loud thump, 
thump thump bass beat of 
dance music from your bed in your hotel 
room, then the Bank Hotel is for you. We 
were on the 6th floor, the bars are on the 
8th floor and in the basement, but the 
thumping beat was loud in our room. We 
had asked for a quiet room, but this is 
what we got. We were told it was the 
only room available when we checked in, 
so we could not move 
 
 On the sixth floor, we heard dance 
music from the 8th floor bar. Lower 
floor might be better 
 It is shame there is nothing to 
play music on in the rooms - either a 
dock or ability to connect to the TV 
 If there was the tiniest criticism its that 
the pool lacks atmosphere and this leads 
to folk conversing quietly. Can't help 
feeling that some chill out music would 
solve this 
 The repetitive music in the lounge 
seems unnecessary 
 The food was excellent but the 
surroundings and atmosphere were 
so different from Hotel 41 that it felt 
like I had just been kicked out of a 
first class suite on a plane to be put 
at the back in economy class 
 The only slight niggle was that 
the music they played through the 
speakers by the pool clashed with the 
lunchtime live DJ 
 However , because of the location of the 
lounge and that there seemed to be no 
"doors" to the Curry Room the noise 
(she was a good singer however) carried 
so much that It was practically 
impossible to have a conversation 
without significantly raising your voice. 
I did ask if they could turn the PA down 
but it was a significant distraction 
throughout the evening. If I had known 
that it wasn't simply mood music I 
would have gone somewhere much 
more in keeping with the style and 
tranquillity of Hotel 41. 
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 Spa was ok, I felt that this may be the 
only thing that let the hotel down as 
there was no tranquil music playing 
in the spa area nor when our 
treatment was carried out therefore 
it did not have that serine relaxed 
atmosphere. 
 Where are the quality offerings, 
Dance lessons: Tango, Salsa, Jive, 
Instructors could extend these to the 
night club in the evenings with 
appropriate music for patrons to 
practice and dance to. This way they 
would not need to herd you to the 
Night club if they linked activities 
better. We would have attended 
every evening.... 
 There is no music nor any activies on the 
pool and it was boring 
 Piped music in a 5 star European hotel? 
 Music was the only downside, we felt it 
was the same playlist all the time. By the 
third day we could guess the sequence 
of songs 
 The beach bar plays a lot of 
Techno music in the evenings not sure 
why they don’t play just the main 
stream music, that we would have been 
more pleasant, even when they had a 
Latin night, the music changed after 3-4 
songs 
 There was no music or entertainment 
games at the main pool, which was a 
shame, would have been nice to 
have some family games. 
 The quality of the live music is generally 
ok, although the music is all a bit 
mainstream for my personal taste. 
 the volume of the music and DJ was 
extremely loud (excessively in my 
opinion), playing alongside the easy 
listening pool music made it 
uncomfortable for the duration of the 
pool party 
 Relaxing vibes, just wish there was 
some live music to improve the 
atmosphere 
 Music while eating - I am not sure who 
books the music acts but they need to 
cast their net wider and book some acts 
that have at least a modicum of talent! 
Someone screeching unintelligibly while 
you are eating is not conducive to a good 
eating experience 
Table 5: Negative reviews about hotel music 
Forming an opinion from the Tables 4 and 5, adding to the literature review already 
given above, it is clear that music strongly influences guests’ emotions and fiercely 
affects their experience outcome. Background music ‘’fills’’ a hotel’s space and adds or 
deducts quality. It shapes guests’ impression and clearly affects their decision in the 
end whether they will be returning to the hotel. The whole perceived setting may 
change simply with the adjustment of background music. Guests tend to spend more 
time in hotel areas that are filled with quality music and they seem to enjoying 
themselves more. 
In addition, there were some reviews regarding other sounds in the hotel premises, 
other than music, which, as mentioned in the literature review referring to the 
importance of valuable soundscape, greatly affect guests’ feelings and experience 
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Guest reviews about hotel sounds 
 The hotel’s interior is quiet, despite its 
location near Buckingham Palace. But 
keep the windows closed to keep out 
the traffic noise! 
 No issues with noise from other 
residents, soundproofing is great. 
 hotel is pretty quiet. There is music but 
not too loud. Just the right amount. 
 I notice a recent review say its quiet. I 
thought it was noisy. […] high levels of 
road noise and you could hear plates 
and kitchen noise almost all day from 
the buffet restaurant. Then 
there's music around the pool which 
isn't great and is another layer of 
unnecessary noise making it difficult 
to relax. We also heard the people 
above walking around the room each 
day and any furniture that moved. 
 
Table 6: Guest reviews about hotel sounds 
 
Furthermore, as regards to the other examined attribute of this research, which 
‘’colors’’ guests’ mood, ultimately satisfies them, makes them feel important and may 
easily lead to the climax of their overall experience, the influence of guest relations 
services and employees’ overall performance and attitude towards guests will be 
examined below through testified online reviews in Table 7 (positive reviews regarding 
staff’s performance) and Table 8 (negative reviews of guests’ experiences with 
personnel): 
 
Positive reviews on Guest Relations employees’ performance 
 the people was more than helpfull, 
they did and think everything 
instead of us and also they were very 
friendly 
 We absolutely felt like we were the 
most important guests that had ever 
stayed there. The staff remembered 
our names, drink preferences, places 
we had planned to visit 
 Food is prepared well, but the 
service is what wows you. 
 feels like a home. The staff is amazing, 
extremely services minded and friendly. 
They did little things, like preparing your 
room for night by lightning some (fake) 
candles and putting on relaxing music, 
even giving you a weather prognosis for 
the next day 
 The staff was helpful without being 
intrusive. Always with a smile, they are 
quickly catching on all your needs and 
habits, even after only one day 
 The staff is available 24 hours a day; 
ready to provide anything you need, 
and yet they were absolutely never 
intrusive at all. 
 Umit and Sait made me feel special and 
had everything prepared just the way I 
like, every morning without fail. 
Wonderful cheerful guys and a great way 
to start the day! 
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 The Guest Relations at this hotel 
were exceptional., could not do 
enough for me as I had a few 
problems eating, they provided 
special meals, which were delicious! 
Worked hard with some guests being 
quite nasty and impolite I felt. 
Answered all questions and dealt 
with my needs promptly and 
efficiently. 
 Sabrina and Totti went above and 
beyond to entertain and help our 
party. I highly recommend playing 
darts with Totti and boules with 
Sabrina - this was always one of the 
highlights to my day 
 I would like to thank Sabrina red hair 
for her energy she is just perfect 
 What makes this place shine is the service 
and quality in everything they do. Staff 
service style was very level set and 
consistently good, not depending on how 
much you tip or who you are. Guest 
relations was a truly empowered guest 
relations unit, not symbolic like in other 
places. They are accessible 24/7 on 
WhatsApp and they keep you up to date 
on what’s happening at the hotel during 
the day. We only had a few hiccups and 
requests, which were promptly and very 
effectively dealt with. Thank you Valentina 
and all others, whose names i 
unfortunately can’t remember. We had 
my birthday and our anniversary during 
our stay here and staff made our days 
special. 
 I messaged them to tell them that it 
was my wife’s birthday. And they 
planned it so well. At midnight 
exactly not even a second delay I had 
somebody knock on my door, a 
bottle of champagne and a plate of 
fruits. 
 They really get you so involved in the 
activities that you want to get up early or 
adjust your plans around the activity 
hours just so you can be there and enjoy 
all the fun they bring to every activity! 
 but it’s the staff that makes this place feel 
so special. 
 As for your staff, WOW! Everyone 
from the front reception to your 
waiters and waitresses were so 
polite and extremely helpful! […] I 
mean I was honestly more sad to be 
leaving my vacation because I 
wouldn’t be seeing them anymore! 
Sabrina and Leo are absolutely 
WONDERFUL people, I looked 
forward to seeing them everyday 
 They are all a credit to the hotel. 
 Every member of staff is wonderful from 
management to cleaners. 
 What really sets this place apart is the 
staff. They simply cannot do enough to 
help you. 
 All the staff at the hotel are excellent and 
are committed to making your holiday 
memorable 
 The service here is amazing, most 
attentive staff I have experienced in a 
hotel. 
 Their customer service is 
amazing...even before we arrived 
 this is true homely British 
hospitality 
 consideration, thoughtfulness, generosity 
and for me epitomizes the difference 
between a big impersonal chain and 
staying with ‘friends and family’ 
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 each evening I returned home, to 
smiles, warmth, laughter, stories, 
pots of tea and perfectly balanced 
attention 
 we were treated like royalty, […] 
every single moment during our stay, 
every single member of staff very 
politely greeted us by name. 
 Every member of staff we came 
across or dealt with went above and 
beyond any expatiation which truly 
got us touched. This set the tone for 
whole trip and it's a big part of why 
we keep coming back. 
 We would like to thank every single 
member of staff, for making our special 
day so utterly fantastic. The memory will 
stay in our hearts forever. 
 We had previously stayed and loved it so 
much that we decided to get married at 
this amazing hotel.We stayed for nine 
nights and could not fault it in any way. 
The staff are so wonderful and helpful. 
Always smiling and make your stay so 
personal. 
 The quality....the service and the 
welcome has already made me decide I 
am coming back. 
Table 7: Positive reviews on employees' performance 
 
Negative reviews on Guest Relations employees’ performance 
 The Ugly (Needs to be better) - The 
Spa Saff - I believe this is a separate 
business from the hotel and it shows, 
if you're not interested in booking a 
costly massage, they really are not 
interested in making your use of the 
SPA pleasant or memorable. 
 On the first day I got there it took about 5 
hours for somebody to come and fix our 
fridge as it was not cooling the drinks. 
And On top of that the telephone was 
not working.It really ruined my first day. 
So 3 times I walked down to reception 
and asked them to send somebody 
 As a Barcelo member, you have a 
number of advantages.No Advantage 
was honored, absurd. Eventually we 
received a suite after 3 1/2 hours of 
waiting, so you don't treat a loyal 
customer. 
 No biggie but the service could be better 
especially in the buffet, water is never 
offered and should be put on the table as 
standard, once you ordered drinks, they 
took the glasses for water away without 
asking 
 Guest relation in hotel is awful, we 
wanted to reserve the pavillon, they 
answered our messages every 8 
hours, and said they are fully booked 
even though we see at least 2 empty 
pavillons every day. 
 the staff were always changing, so 
someone different cleaning every 
day, with varying degrees of 
professionalism 
 If I had to mention a downside it would 
be the constant presence of managers 
watching their own staff from a distance 
it’s quite off putting and undermining The 
staff are great and very hard working. I 
understand they need to make sure 
people are working efficiently and in an 
appropriate way but it’s not necessary 
24/7. It’s uneasy for guests to witness. 
 a constructive feedback about staff, 
except at reception I experienced staff 
were not smiling 
 The only thing I would change is the 
fact that guest relations followed us 
around the restaurants in the evening 
 Staff training could also be improved. 
Nearly two weeks and they still couldn't 
get my wife’s coffee order correct nor 
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to come and ask me questions and 
follow up on the incident, each time 
our food was arriving and we were 
kept from our food and had them 
talking in another language for a long 
time between themselves. I know 
that the hotel were trying hard to 
resolve the problem which is fab 
although I was made to feel 
uncomfortable at times as though I 
was complaining […]It could have 
been dealt with slightly better. 
spot an empty cup. Begs the question 
what are the roles and responsibilities of 
the suited managers seen regularly 
floating around the restaurant? Get the 
impression they distract from rather 
than enhance customer service as they 
tend to interrupt normal process plus 
they failed to identify let alone address 
what was our most disagreeable 
experience – a waiter we had rarely seen, 
knowing we were leaving that day, 
suggested a TripAdvisor posting implying 
it should include his name. My guess is 
that wasn’t unique behavior 
Table 8: Negative reviews on employees' performance 
 
As it is clear, personnel in hotels significantly defines hotels’ quality of services and is 
largely responsible for guest satisfaction. It is considered to be one of the key elements 
of a hotel’s physical setting that affect guest experience and determine their total 
impression of their stay and possible return. It is seen by the above reviews regarding 
guest interaction with employees that guests hope to be treated by personnel as 
unique and valuable variable of the hotel, minding their desires, paying attention to 
their daily habits and surprise them with unique, attentive, yet discrete service. Guests 
need to feel that they have constant access to employees’ services and help through 
anything they might be facing and dealing with. Moreover, guests wish to witness 
personnel being authentic and independent, taking initiatives, rather than being 
subdued and constantly controlled by subordinates. Also, the development of a closer 
personal relationship between a guest and an employee seems to be a positive 
contingency for guests in most cases.  
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7. Conclusions 
After examining hotel’s physical environment affecting guests’ experience, and 
specifically discussing about background music and guest relations services influencing 
guests’ emotions, it is proved that these variables are able of adding quality (or 
removing it) to guests’ stay in a hotel. As it is seen, hospitality management pays 
attention to guests’ emotions and makes efforts to control them through efficient 
marketing methods, as it is each hotel’s target to maximize profits and create 
customer loyalty. 
It is necessary for hotel companies to deeply comprehend the role of background 
music within their establishments, as music in general influences people in their 
everyday life and it forms their lifestyle (North and Hargreaves, 1998). Thus, strategic 
use of music constitutes a milestone-as it is proved in literature review and 
netnographical research, too- in directing emotions and guiding guests’ experience to 
company’s legitimate target, meaning their longer stay, positive word of mouth, easy 
advertisement and guest loyalty. Moreover, guest relations and generally relationship 
marketing, as much or more determines guests’ experience, concluding from the 
literature review and guest reviews regarding personnel performance. People interact 
with people, and this constitutes a big part of the hospitality process and guests’ final 
experience. Memories that are formed in guests’ minds most of the times include 
employees’ behavior, as employees are much responsible of creating an attentive 
environment towards guests, making them feel important, ‘’main characters’’ of their 
stay. The individual remarks per research question are as follows: 
 
Research question1: When examining the key elements of a hotel’s physical setting 
which ones are able to affect guests’ emotions?  
It is proved that physical setting and atmospherics strongly influence guests’ emotions, 
with the use of background music, other hotel sounds, interaction with employees and 
total employee performance, as it is shown over this theoretical and netnographical 
research. 
 
Research question2: How do these emotions influence guests’ attitude and final 
satisfaction? 
The emotions that have occurred during guests’ experience consequently form their 
attitude and affect their impression and final satisfaction. This is seen after examining 
their reviews, in which it is described that music for instance or an employee’s 
behavior towards the guest can determine their experience outcome, by making them 
feel ‘’relaxed’’, ‘’welcomed’’, ‘’annoyed’’, ‘’mistreated’’, ‘’willing to come back’’, etc. 
 
Research question 3: Can the hotel achieve guests’ and employees’ loyalty and 
satisfaction and consequently hotel’s profitability and success through efficient 
customer relationship management and marketing practices? 
After the study of the literature review regarding guest relations management and the 
examination of the guest reviews related to guest relations, it is proved that the 
achievement of guest and employee loyalty to a large extent is determined by hotel’s 
practices and efficient use of physical elements. When the hotel takes into 
consideration guests’ emotional customer experience, attempting to determine it by 
the use of appropriate background music, suitable in each occasion and hotel space, 
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attention to employees’ performance and behavior, then guests receive an essence of 
quality in the total setting and services applied and tend to keep returning to this 
memorable experience. Moreover, employees’ loyalty seems to being achieved in 
healthy working environments, characterized by beneficial competition among 
colleagues, diligent quality environment with quality décor and soundings.  
 
Research question 4: Is music a strong element of hotel’s physical setting that 
influences guests’ perception of quality and consequent satisfaction? 
As it is repeatedly highlighted through this research, music is a strong element of 
hotel’s physical setting that influences guests’ perception of quality and consequent 
satisfaction since it constitutes a significant part of a total ambiance, ‘’filling’’ a space 
determining its quality. 
 
Research question 5: Can music be used by hotel’s customer relationship management 
team (stress management) to achieve milder attitudes by guests and employees, more 
relaxed procedures, reaching in this way better levels of satisfaction and profitability? 
This is certainly the case here and simultaneously a concluding suggestion, as it is 
certified that the variable of background music when applied properly, seems to 
influencing guests’ emotional experience, ‘’calming’’ them and employees as well, 
affecting their interaction and soothing their attitude. Additionally, the time of the 
procedures as perceived changes, according to different sounds. 
 
What could be presumed from all the above findings is that music and guest relations 
management constitute two of the most influential variables regarding guests’ 
emotions, since, when applied strategically, they create memorable experiences and 
repeaters. A suggestion would be, in order to achieve better level of profits, hospitality 
management to strategically implement background music in each hotel space 
differently aiming to different targets, and consciously dedicate time and sources on 
employee training so as to achieve optimal performance. 
.
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regarding guest relations 
services/employee 
performance 




Pleasure real pleasure/ warm 
atmoshere 
quality/never intrusive Embarrassment  Uneasy 
Love we love The memory will stay 
in our hearts 
forever/loved it 
Boredom  repetitive music/ 
mainstream  
 
Gratitude  Touched/felt like we 




Irritation  extremely loud/ not 
conducive 
Awful/absurd/you don't treat 
a loyal customer 
Enthousiasm Captivates you/ Party 
atmosphere 
wows you Disappointment It is shame could be better/ ruined my 
first day 
Relaxation Relaxing/chill/soft   Disgrace  No Advantage was honored 
Satisfaction Enjoyed/ Just the 
right amount 
Sad to be leaving/most 
attentive staff I have 
experienced 
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